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Abstract 

 
People with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) have limitations 

at the level of perceptual-cognitive development, which are 
specified in a particular processing to analyze and codify the 

characteristics of concepts, as well as to establish relationships 

or conceptual links. This study presents have a basic aim 

develop an experimental analysis of the effectiveness of a 

specific program for conceptual and categorical coding and the 

creation of conceptual relationships along learning. A total of 

33 students with ASD participated, which have been distributed 

in three experimental groups (EG). EG1 (n=14) followed the 

application of a development specific program of conceptual 

and categorical relationships. EG2 (n= 9) participants learned 

the relationships development throughout curricular learning 

process. EG3 (n=10) continued a regular curricular 
development without specific guidance. Results found along 

three successive measurements (total=8 months), analyzed 

through non-parametric statistical tests (Kruskall-Wallis Test) 

lets conclude the EG1 participants improved significantly in 

tasks of semantic comprehension, compared with your peers. 

Finally, it concluded that creation of conceptual relations and 

semantic coding processes are significant related cognitively 

(Friedman Test, sig=.00). 
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Introduction 

 
People with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) present 
important and recurrent limitations in two basic dimensions of 

development [1], which are related to the psycho-social and 

communicative ambit, operationalized along a continuum of 

three degrees of intensity levels. Both dimensions are 

interdependent and are closely related to a third dimension, 

related to cognitive-perceptual development, it concreted in a 

particular way of information processing, characterized by the 

presence of deficits in global understanding of stimuliand, 

therefore, the presence of difficulties in the coding processes, 

memorization and their subsequent recovery of information 

learned [2,3]. These specificities are also related to six general 

limitations in regarding to: 1) the hypothesis planning processes 
in an autonomous shape to lead an action or behavior towards a 

specific aim, 2) deficitsin flexibilization of behavior to modify  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

different criteria of action in different social situations, 3) 

intense performance of working memory during this process of 

coding information that exhaust the activity process itself and 

increases personal stress, 4) the hardship to creating links or 

relationships between new incoming information and 

previously obtained knowledge, 5) the inefficiency in 

evaluative analysis of initiated processes and their monitoring, 

and 6) the deficit to perform processes of inhibition in a 
specific action by another more priority. Experimental 

evidence suggests that these limitations are based on the 

neurobiological deficits of perceptual-cognitive development in 

people with ASD. Indeed, interpretation regarding the 

operation of information processing are based on development 

of a series of continuous activation-inhibition phases along 

input-output of sensory memory registered information, which 

follows a course of synaptic relationships, which turn around 

neural cognitive networks and are activated according to 

priority attribution perform by perceiver himself. Then, 

information processes output is impaired if the semantic level 
has not been taken to new concept a link relation with previous 

information. But, it´s more significant is the cognitive 

networks work interactively, such that limitations or partial 

deficits impact in whole processing system with evident effect 

throughout successive phases that make up the development of 

semantic attribution [4-7]: 1) Initial analysis of the features or 

elements characteristic of concept, 2) analysis of analytical 

convergence areas of features of concept related to other 

affined concepts, 3) analysis of other characteristics of concept 

and its relationships in the specific context, 4) analysis of 

belonging conceptual category regarding concept, and 5) 

analysis of similar and differential features with other 
conceptual categories. 

 

These studies are widely related to the theory of networks or 

cognitive nodes proposed by Collins & Loftus [8], which 

present the existence of an activation between cognitively 

related systems if it have been acquired semantically by central 
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cognitive executive through the following process interrelated: 

1) the posterior attentional network, which lead the attentional 

process towards concept considered priority, 2) the surveillance 

attentional network , which keeps active attention on stimulus 

or concept selected, and 3) the previous attention network, 

which already active a voluntary control over situations of 

greater cognitive request. From this sequential process, 
information relationship and its recovery will depend on its 

functioning acting in parallel, in which the semantic memory is 

organized as a systemic network through [9]: 1) the association 

of images related to concept, 2) the information encoded with 

semantic components associated with this concept, and 3) the 

fluency in performance of related neural networks. Plaisted 

[10] confirms this data and affirms the particularities of people 

with ASD among analytical adjudication of holistic features of 

concepts, as well as the limitations to establish conceptual 

relationships and the creation of relational nodes or links. 

Therefore, the processing system is affected as a whole, both to 

personal attribution level of concept as to interaction of that 
concept over context, related to three basic errors: 1) into 

analysis of the similar characteristics of concepts corresponding 

to same categories, 2) in the realization of global attribution of 

its meanings, and 3) in the relationships construction or neural 

nodes of the previous processed information. This research line 

has been widely deepened. Hetzroni & Shalahevich [11] 

investigated the analogical reasoning or ability to establish 

relationships of similarity-differences about structure or map of 

objects and situations in children with ASD regarding to a 

neurotypical development group and found that children with 

ASD were able to establish basic analogical processes, but their 
development was reduced in relation to their peers owing to 

presence of a perceptive detractor, such that presence of regular 

stimuli interfere with perceptual level, which give the decrease 

of ability  to stimuli selection and so cognitive system produces 

fewer similarities- structural differences, affecting to analogical 

thought. Howard, Liversedge & Benson [12] also suggest that 

students with ASD did not differ from their peers of 

neurotypical development throughout reading speed tasks, but 

they differed in semantic relationships development related to 

comprehension subjects worked, concluding there´re significant 

differences between the groups regarding to information 
processing level. Lee, Martin, Hogan, Hano, Gordon & Losh 

[13] found that people with ASD showed greater difficulties 

than normotypic peers in tasks of complex syntax to integrate 

narrative developments and activities related to problem 

situations about intentions or goal-directed actions, which is 

directly related to ability or competence of semantic 

comprehensive development, which affects to the quality of 

complex language skills. Robinson, Howlin & Russell [14] 

indicated how the experimental group formed by people with 

ASD showed in comparison with control group peers greater 

deficits for description of autobiographical memory in relation 

to recovery of semantic features of their personality, as well as, 
they needed a greater number of rules and helps to develop 

episodic memory tasks. For this reason, it’s essential to 

establish a system of specific assistance for development of 

links between cognitive elements, which make up the learning 

process, in order to articulate the functioning of successive 

neural nodes that organize the new understanding incoming 

information and its relation to previous knowledge. In this 

sense, the specific program “RELATEA”, of development of 

conceptual categories for students with ASD [15], organizes a 

successive steps series, which integrate the aid corresponding 

to following key phases of processing level: 1) comprehensive 

development of input concepts, 2) creation of meaningful 

relationships for new input concept, 3) the development of a 
concept analytical process, 4) integration of analytical features 

into overall understanding of input concept, 5) concepts 

classification within their categories of belonging, 6) recovery 

of the information analyzed according to previous associated 

relationships, 7) relation of new cognitive content with 

previously built contents, 8) development of significant nodes 

associated with these new relationships, 9) hierarchy of 

information through semantic criteria, and 10) information 

selective recovery from the associated relational nodes. Agreed 

this theoretical basis, this research submit the following study 

aims. 

 

Research Aims 

 
Therefore, the general aims of this study are following: 1) 

assess the program effectiveness for build of cognitive nodes 
throughout learning process of students with ASD, and 2) 

corroborate the efficacy of nodes or relationships between 

concepts in improving coding of learning process in students 

with ASD. These general aims correspond to following specific 

aims: 1) compare the differential response according to 

experimental group type assigned to participants, 2) analyze 

the same data regarding to age of study participants, 3) 

measure the relationships acquisition incidence level in 

semantic codification of the concepts, and 4) establish those 

conclusions derived from this study to improve the functional 

learning of people with ASD. 

 

Method 

 

Study Design 

 
This study constitutes an experimental design, with 3 

experimental groups (EG1,2,3), of 3 successive measures= 

pretest1-postest2-postest3. 

 

Participants 

 
A total of 33 participants diagnosed with ASD have 

participated in this study, aged between 6 and 17 age years. 

Participants have been assigned to the three EG following the 

equity principles, so EG1 is formed by n=10, EG2: n=9 and 

EG3: n=10, whose distribution can be seen in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Distribution of participants assigned by age and EG 

 

Variables and Measuring Instruments 
 

Variables used are the following: 1) the group variable 

("group"), 2) the age variable ("age"), 3) the variable 

interconnected to relation development between the concepts 

("relation") and the variable related to semantic comprehension 

of concepts ("category"). The variable "group" is divided into 

three groups: 1) EG1, formed by the group of participants with 

ASD to which the program of nodes specific creation or 
relations development between concepts of RELATEA 

program, 2) EG2, constituted by the participants group with 

ASD who have followed a curricular process with a specific 

attention to training of relationships between the learning 

contents, in agreement with the principles of meaningful 

learning, and 3) EG3, formed by participants group with ASD 

who followed an regular ordinary educational process, without 

specific attention to relationships development. "Age" Variable 

is structured in 4 intervals: 1) 9 participants of 6-8 age years, 2) 

9 participants between 9 and 11 age years, 3) 8 participants 

among 12-14 years, and 4) 7 students between 15-17 years. 

Then, students were assigned to three EG according to the 
proportionality level. "Relation" variable has studied under the 

levels of coding and retrieval of information found through of 

memory´ MY test [16]. "Category" variable has been measured 

throughout a strategy of learning conceptual and categorical 

groups built ad hoc, according to biological and non-biological 

categories structured by Omar [17]. 

 

Procedure 

 
Once the authorizations and corresponding ethical 

considerations were obtained, we proceeded to analysis of 

study variables. The first measurement of the variables 

"relation1,2,3" and "category1,2,3" was found. The application 

of three intervention processes began, after 4 months the 

second measurement was made and, finally, after another 4 

months the third measurement was found (see Figure 1). 
 

 
 

Global time: 8 months. 

 

Figure 1: Measures of "relation" and "categor" variables 

 

Programmatic Processes 

 
Participants of EG1 followed the application of RELATEA 

program, which includes five successive phases to promote the 
specific development of relationships between concepts: 

1)introduction of stimulus or content, 2) decoding of stimulus, 

3) association of links with this content, 4) cognitive 

reconstruction of decoded stimulus, 5) recovery of information 

learned, and 6) functional application of landed concept. 

Participants of EG2 carried out a learning, based on 

meaningful learning model, regarding to regular curriculum, in 

which the learning concepts are related to elements attributed 

significantly to facilitate the relationship inter-
conceptual.Participants of EG3 continued the regular learnings 

without any specific indication. 

 

Data Analysis 

 
Comparative data analysis has been found throughout 

nonparametric statistical tests, which are adjusted to statistical 
requirements to small research study groups. In this sense, 

following measures have been carried out: 1) Chi Square 

analysis to the sample distribution analysis, 2) Kruskal-Wallis 

Test for multiple comparative analysis to the variables: "group" 

and "age". Finally, relation between variables "relation" and 

"category" was found through Friedman Test. 

 

Results 

 

Sample Distribution Analysis 

 
Chi-square test was carried out to distribution analysis (see 

Table 2). Data indicate the mean of answers found is 

significantly related to previous statistically expected responses 

in all variables of this study, which shows a normal distribution 

(“relation1,2,3”: Sig=.00; “categor1,2,3”: Sig= 00). 

 

 

 
 

 

Table 2: Sample distribution 

 

a) 0 cells (0,0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The 

minimum expected cell frequency is 11,0) 

b) 0 cells (0,0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The 
minimum expected cell frequency is 8,3) 

c) 0 cells (0,0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The 

minimum expected cell frequency is 16,5) 

Comparative analysis to “group” variable 

 
Table 3 shows comparative analysis between the variables: 

"relation1,2,3" and "categor1,2,3" regarding to experimental 

group assigned: "group1,2,3", found through the Kruskal 

Wallis test. 
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Table 3: Kruskal Wallis Test for “group” type 

 

Grouping Variable: EG= “group1,2,3”. Results are conclusive. 

Before starting the application of the programmatic process, 

first measures of variables "relation 1" and "category 1" aren´t 

differentially significant for the three EG: Sig = .06 and .06 
respectively. From beginning of programmatic process 

application, second e third measures of variables: "relation" and 

"categor" indicate significant critical levels for EG type, so 

“relation 2”: Sig=0.02; “relation 3”: Sig=0.00, as well 

as“categor2”: Sig=0.01 and “categor3”: Sig= 0.00.These data 

show there´re differences in these variables according the group 

type assigned to participants. Likewise, measure ranges show 

this improvement increases progressively in GE1 regarding the 

other study groups: “relation3”: EG1= 25.89, EG2=10.39, 

EG3=10.50 and “categor3”: EG1=25. 32, EG2=13.61 y 

EG3=8.40 (see Table 4), therefore, improvement level is 

greater in EG1 than EG2 and on EG2 greater than EG3. It´s 
concluded the application of different learning programmatic 

process regarding to the three EG has influenced differently 

about improvement of the conceptual contents assimilation 

according the three participants groups. Data graphic 

expression is seen in Figure 2, being the "factor 1" variable 

result of statistical sum of six measures corresponding to 

variables:" relation" and "categor". 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Comparative analysis at “relation1,2,3” y 

“categor1,2,3” variables regarding “group1,2,3” variable 

 

Comparative Analysis to “Age” Variable 
 

Comparative analysis performed for four age ranges "age" of 
this study lets conclude that significant changes found in 

variables development "relation" and "category" are 

independent of participants age ranges, since no significant 

differences were observed in critical levels (see Table 4). 

 

 
 

Table 4: Kruskal Wallis Test for “age” variable 

 

Grouping Variable: “age”. 

 

Indeed, Figure 3 show that behavior of variables follows a 

regular process for the different age groups ("factor 1" is 
statistical sum of the six measures corresponding to variables: 

"relation1,2,3" and "categor1,2,3") 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Datadistribution for “relation1,2,3” and 

“categor1,2,3” regarding “age” 

 

Relational Study at “Relation” and “Categor” 

Variables 

 
Therefore, differences between the learning processes have 

produced different results in concepts learning, which lets 

inducing positive relationships between both variables: 
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“relation” and “categor”. In fact, upon Table 5 is observed that 

of ranges averages found through Friedman test present clearly 

differentiated critical levels (sig= .00). Data allows conclude 

that process of relations building to the concepts is related to 

semantic comprehension of this same concepts. 

 

 
 

Table5: Relations between “relation” and “categor” variables 

 

a)Friedman Test. 

 

Discussion 
 

RELATEA´ specific program used to facilitate the structural 
development of relational links and nodes at input information 

improved the ability to establish relationships between this new 

concept and previously obtained knowledge and hence 

significantly improved the ability of semantic coding and the 

posterior recovery. Hence, EG1 participants increased the 

creation level of relationships between the concepts and 

improved semantic comprehension processes regarding EG2,3. 

The improvement cause explained because the creation of 

structured relationships between concepts has been developed 

together with the comprehensive semantic development of 

conceptual unit and the parallel sequential process of this 
concept at the category level. EG1 participants also checked 

different processes of categorization, hierarchy and 

generalization of learning conceptual units and their belonging 

conceptual categories, while for EG2 participants, this process 

of creating links and the hierarchization and categorization 

processes of information were within learning continuum, 

which is more difficult for students with ASD, who need a high 

degree of its curricular programmatic process. Both groups, 

EG1 and the EG2 obtained significantly higher ranges than 

EG3, especially in variable "categor3", whose participants 

didn’t develop any specific indication regarding the creation of 

links or relationships, limiting its learning process to regular 
curricular method used. These data also allow conclude that 

results found regardless of participants age interval: "age", 

which´s an important element because it highlights the need to 

perform a specific work in this research line to establishment of 

relational codes from earliest age to adulthood. Likewise, a 

second line of conclusions allows to corroborate that 

perceptive-cognitive variable: "relation" is related significantly 

with cognitive semantic coding capacity variable(Friedman 

Test: sig= .00) to “relation and “categor” (1,2,3) variables. 

 

Indeed, another studies present related conclusions. Lucas, 

Thomas & Courtenay [18] show that children with ASD are 

able to get integrated semantic knowledge when the elements 

of learning are presented with information relations to infer the 

context, learned through exhaustive relationship between this 

concept or situation and its real functionality, so the teaching 

method is underlying to ensure an educational development 
adapted to people with ASD. Coderre, Chernenok, Gordon & 

Ledoux [19] and Nagy & Townsend [20] indicate that 

educational methods influence into creation of visual-spatial 

alternatives since people with ASD experience difficulties with 

semantic language. Authors affirm the semantic processing of 

people with ASD before non-linguistic stimuli isn´t such 

affected, which suggests there´s a specific deficit of structural 

linguistic semantic processing, which ca be improved, 

throughout use of visual-spatial complements of concepts-goal. 

Anyway, learning method is always a fundamental element of 

teaching-learning adaptation process to students with ASD, for 

which it´s necessary adjust the learning contents, but also the 
teaching-learning strategies based in data. In this programmatic 

process must participate all elements of system upon learning 

development: family, school and social-health services [21,22]. 

 

Conclusion 

 
Data found in this research are essential to conclude that 

application in the teaching-learning processes of people with 

special educational needs, specifically in relation to students 

with ASD need a right adapted educational process. Indeed, 

students of EG1 have improved significantly in the creation of 

concepts (curricular contents) and in the development of 

conceptual categories, regard to EG2 and EG3, however, above 

all, participants of EG1, who have applied the RELATEA 

program, have improved in the construction of intrinsic 

relationships between the concepts and categories of learning, 

compared the other study groups. These data are basic because 

allow us set up the following general conclusions: 1) 
Meaningful learning, which relates a previous concept with a 

new aim learning is an essential element of learning process 

adapted to students with ASD, thus, participants of EG1 and 

EG2 improved significantly regard to EG3, and 2) The 

meaningful learning used by EG1 allows get significantly 

better results than EG2 group, who have also used meaningful 

learning. It´s because students of EG1 have developed the 

creation of keep relationships between the learned concepts, 

which has allowed ease the mnesic recovery of previously 

learned concepts and, therefore, go on in the development of 

new more complex concepts- categories. 
 

For this reason, it´s possible conclude that learning adapted to 

particular needs of students with ASD requires, not only the 

use of a meaningful methodology developed during the 

didactic process, but also it´s necessary the creation of own 

relationships between learning, since people with ASD 

characterize precisely by autonomy lack about creation of 

relationships inter- concepts, which shape a specific share of 

peculiar perceptual-cognitive information processing of people 

with ASD 
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Study Limitations 
 

This study presents the limitations of research with groups of 

people with specific educational support needs, which are 

usually small groups, although more studies are needed, 
however the reliability and validity of this data has been has 

been checked with the use of non-parametric tests. 
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	Abstract
	People with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) have limitations at the level of perceptual-cognitive development, which are specified in a particular processing to analyze and codify the characteristics of concepts, as well as to establish relationships ...
	Keywords: Autism Spectrum Disorder; Perception-Cognition; Relation Semantic
	Introduction
	People with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) present important and recurrent limitations in two basic dimensions of development [1], which are related to the psycho-social and communicative ambit, operationalized along a continuum of three degrees of i...
	different criteria of action in different social situations, 3) intense performance of working memory during this process of coding information that exhaust the activity process itself and increases personal stress, 4) the hardship to creating links o...
	These studies are widely related to the theory of networks or cognitive nodes proposed by Collins & Loftus [8], which present the existence of an activation between cognitively related systems if it have been acquired semantically by central cognitive...
	Research Aims
	Therefore, the general aims of this study are following: 1) assess the program effectiveness for build of cognitive nodes throughout learning process of students with ASD, and 2) corroborate the efficacy of nodes or relationships between concepts in i...
	Method
	Study Design
	This study constitutes an experimental design, with 3 experimental groups (EG1,2,3), of 3 successive measures= pretest1-postest2-postest3.
	Participants
	A total of 33 participants diagnosed with ASD have participated in this study, aged between 6 and 17 age years. Participants have been assigned to the three EG following the equity principles, so EG1 is formed by n=10, EG2: n=9 and EG3: n=10, whose di...
	Table 1: Distribution of participants assigned by age and EG
	Variables and Measuring Instruments
	Variables used are the following: 1) the group variable ("group"), 2) the age variable ("age"), 3) the variable interconnected to relation development between the concepts ("relation") and the variable related to semantic comprehension of concepts ("c...
	Procedure
	Once the authorizations and corresponding ethical considerations were obtained, we proceeded to analysis of study variables. The first measurement of the variables "relation1,2,3" and "category1,2,3" was found. The application of three intervention pr...
	Global time: 8 months.
	Figure 1: Measures of "relation" and "categor" variables
	Programmatic Processes
	Participants of EG1 followed the application of RELATEA program, which includes five successive phases to promote the specific development of relationships between concepts: 1)introduction of stimulus or content, 2) decoding of stimulus, 3) associatio...
	Data Analysis
	Comparative data analysis has been found throughout nonparametric statistical tests, which are adjusted to statistical requirements to small research study groups. In this sense, following measures have been carried out: 1) Chi Square analysis to the ...
	Results
	Sample Distribution Analysis
	Chi-square test was carried out to distribution analysis (see Table 2). Data indicate the mean of answers found is significantly related to previous statistically expected responses in all variables of this study, which shows a normal distribution (“r...
	Table 2: Sample distribution
	a) 0 cells (0,0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 11,0)
	b) 0 cells (0,0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 8,3)
	c) 0 cells (0,0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 16,5)
	Comparative analysis to “group” variable
	Table 3 shows comparative analysis between the variables: "relation1,2,3" and "categor1,2,3" regarding to experimental group assigned: "group1,2,3", found through the Kruskal Wallis test.
	Table 3: Kruskal Wallis Test for “group” type
	Grouping Variable: EG= “group1,2,3”. Results are conclusive. Before starting the application of the programmatic process, first measures of variables "relation 1" and "category 1" aren´t differentially significant for the three EG: Sig = .06 and .06 r...
	Figure 2: Comparative analysis at “relation1,2,3” y “categor1,2,3” variables regarding “group1,2,3” variable
	Comparative Analysis to “Age” Variable
	Comparative analysis performed for four age ranges "age" of this study lets conclude that significant changes found in variables development "relation" and "category" are independent of participants age ranges, since no significant differences were ob...
	Table 4: Kruskal Wallis Test for “age” variable
	Grouping Variable: “age”.
	Indeed, Figure 3 show that behavior of variables follows a regular process for the different age groups ("factor 1" is statistical sum of the six measures corresponding to variables: "relation1,2,3" and "categor1,2,3")
	Figure 3: Datadistribution for “relation1,2,3” and “categor1,2,3” regarding “age”
	Relational Study at “Relation” and “Categor” Variables
	Therefore, differences between the learning processes have produced different results in concepts learning, which lets inducing positive relationships between both variables: “relation” and “categor”. In fact, upon Table 5 is observed that of ranges a...
	Table5: Relations between “relation” and “categor” variables
	a)Friedman Test.
	Discussion
	RELATEA´ specific program used to facilitate the structural development of relational links and nodes at input information improved the ability to establish relationships between this new concept and previously obtained knowledge and hence significant...
	Indeed, another studies present related conclusions. Lucas, Thomas & Courtenay [18] show that children with ASD are able to get integrated semantic knowledge when the elements of learning are presented with information relations to infer the context, ...
	Conclusion
	Data found in this research are essential to conclude that application in the teaching-learning processes of people with special educational needs, specifically in relation to students with ASD need a right adapted educational process. Indeed, student...
	For this reason, it´s possible conclude that learning adapted to particular needs of students with ASD requires, not only the use of a meaningful methodology developed during the didactic process, but also it´s necessary the creation of own relationsh...
	Study Limitations
	This study presents the limitations of research with groups of people with specific educational support needs, which are usually small groups, although more studies are needed, however the reliability and validity of this data has been has been checke...
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